ThinkSmart Bar

TAKE COLLABORATION
CONFERENCING TO THE NEXT LEVEL WITH
THIS ENTERPRISE-GRADE SOUND BAR
More effective communication results in more effective solutions. When paired
with a compute, such as ThinkSmart Hub or ThinkSmart Edition Tiny, or when used
alone as a standard plug-and-play device, the new ThinkSmart Bar transforms
collaboration rooms into more productive spaces where ideas can be fully
expressed and explored.

IDEAL ROOM SIZE

Small offices to large
conference rooms
SPEAKERS

Loudness up to 100dB
Power output 20+20W with
4 speaker units

LISTEN UP
ThinkSmart Bar delivers sound quality that achieves lifelike clarity
through its combination of stereo speakers with built-in subwoofer,
four beamforming mics with 180-degree wide-angle coverage, and
integrated DSP noise cancellation.

SCALE UP
From huddle rooms to boardrooms to home offices, ThinkSmart Bar
has the speaker and mic range to accommodate a wide range of room
sizes. Optional, additional mic pods are included, extending its range up
to 10m+ as needed.

SET UP
Due to its lightweight form factor, ThinkSmart Bar can be set up as a
standalone device or mounted to a wall or TV. Manageability is just
as easy—simply manage ThinkSmart Bar as a plug-and-play device
using the ThinkSmart Manager console.*

Built-in DSP for echo and
noise-cancellation
Speaker frequency range
250Hz to 20KHz
MICROPHONES

4x built-in beamforming mics
with 180° coverage
Optional satellite
microphones with 5m cable,
range up to 10m+
Microphone frequency range
300Hz to 8KHz
MOUNTING

Standalone, wall, or TV
mounting options
CERTIFICATIONS

Microsoft Teams Rooms and
Zoom Rooms

More work is happening via video conference than ever before. Lenovo ThinkSmart technology
brings teams together for more natural, more effective communication and collaboration.

SMARTER MEETINGS START WITH THINKSMART.
Learn more at www.lenovo.com/ThinkSmart
*ThinkSmart Manager is available with the purchase of a ThinkSmart compute, such as ThinkSmart Hub or ThinkSmart Edition Tiny.

